
Wellington City Council:buildings with aluminium composite panels 
ADDRESS BUILDING NAME ACP TYPE COMMENTS 

Abel Smith Street 077 Abel Smith Street Apartments ACP FR ACP is located to roof fascia. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Aitken Street 019 

 
Ministry of Justice 

 
ACP type not established 

There is ACP coverage on all aspects on spandrels and mullions between horizontal glazing, and as infill panels in glazing units and 
curtain walls. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection and automatic fire sprinklers throughout except 
car parking areas, VESDA smoke detection located in Computer and UPS rooms level 2 

 
Aruba Grove 04 

  
ACP PE 

ACP is located at the entrance canopy and around the windows (box) to office. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with 
heat detection and manual call points in the warehouse. There is an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection and manual call 
points in the office 

Austin Street 131 Wellington East Girls College ACP PE ACP is located to the two lower levels of the building. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, and 
automatic fire sprinklers 

Bolton Street 011 Hotel Sofitel ACP type not established The building facade has ACP coverage on top floor fascias and the northern ground level canopy. The building has an automatic fire 
alarm system with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Bolton Street 019 Hotel Sofitel ACP PE ACP is located to entrance foyer, covered walkway, and columns. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke 
detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Bolton Street 12 (11 Mowbray) 

 
Bolton Hotel 

 
ACP is assumed, therefore ACP type cannot be 

established 

The building facade has extensive assumed ACP coverage on the southern and western aspects from ground level to the top of the 
fourth floor. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection throughout all apartment floors, in bedrooms and safe 
path corridors and stairs. Apartment smoke detectors provide local alarm only. Automatic fire sprinklers are located throughout 
building 

 
Boulcott Street 022 

 
Dominion Post Building ACP is assumed, therefore ACP type cannot be 

established 

Assumed ACP is located to bottom two levels and facade facias. The building has a manual fire alarm system throughout the building 
with smoke detection in Level 2 computer room and ground floor double height reception space. Automatic fire sprinklers throughout 
building. 

Buller Street 027 Kent Flats and Offices ACP FR ACP is located on parapets, around bay window, and above/below canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with 
smoke detection 

 
Cable Street 055 

 
Te Papa Tongarewa Museum of NZ 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located to entrance lobby, roof canopy and partial cladding. The building has a preaction system in Level 4 touring gallery and 
level 6 south gallery, an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, a VESDA system, and a flame and beam detection system. 
The building has an automatic fire sprinkler system located throughout, a misting system in the maori meeting house, a multiple jet 
controller in 11 KV Switchroom, and deluge systems on the ground, first and second floors 

 
Cambridge Terrace 025 

 
Courtenay Place Exchange 

 
ACP type not established ACP is located to street canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke and heat detection. VESDA smoke 

detection systems are installed in various spaces throughout the building. The building has hazardous substance warning systems 

Cambridge Terrace 039-041 
 

ACP type not established ACP is located to the parapet and fascia. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection 

Cambridge Terrace 064 Armstrong Prestige ACP PE ACP is located to approximately 80% of the external building. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection 
 
Cambridge Terrace 066 

 
Armstrong Prestige 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located to approximately 5% of the external cladding to Audi building and 70% to Porsche building. The building has a manual 
fire alarm system. Each building has a separate fire alarm system and fire panel. Manual call points throughout Audi and Porsche 
showroom building and workshop 

Cambridge Terrace 076 Mitsubishi Wellington/Mercedes Benz Wel ACP PE ACP is located on parapet, underside of canopy, and section of concrete wall around main entrance. The building has a manual fire 
alarm system with smoke detection 

Churchill Drive 124 Countdown ACP PE ACP is located to small part of west and south elevation. The building has a manual fire alarm system, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Clyde Quay Wharf 01-08 Clyde Quay Wharf ACP FR ACP is located to approximately 15% of the external building. The building has a manual fire alarm system, and an automatic fire 
alarm system with smoke detection 

College Street 013 Forte Apartments ACP type not established ACP is located to two full height vertical columns on the northern face. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke 
detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Courtenay Place 080 Courtenay Central ACP PE ACP is located to either side of the entrance door, below canopy. The building has automatic fire alarm systems, smoke detectors, and 
automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Courtenay Place 089 

 
CMC Building ACP is assumed, therefore ACP type cannot be 

established 

The building facade has assumed ACP on the northern canopy facade, in vertical columns on the eastern and western sides, and in a 
limited height band at the top of the northern face of the tower. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection in 
front of lift doors, an automatic fire alarm system, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Courtenay Place 097 

 
Symes De Silva House 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located to entrance canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system activated by heat detectors and manual call 
points. An automatic fire alarm system activated by smoke detectors and manual call points is located throughout level 5, stairways 
and egress safe path 

Cuba Street 231 The Wellington ACP type not established The two tower blocks have extensive ACP coverage in vertical columns and spandrels between glazing. The building has an 
automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Customhouse Quay 06 

 
Maritime Towers ACP is assumed, therefore ACP type cannot be 

established 
Infill panels (assumed ACP) are located in horizontal spandrel bands above the parking levels on the western face. The building has 
an automatic fire alarm system with addressable manual call points, smoke detectors and voice alerting, and automatic fire sprinklers 



Customhouse Quay 117 Willeston Centre ACP type not established ACP is located to street canopy. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection around lift entries, and automatic 
fire sprinklers 

Featherston Street 109 Gen-I Tower ACP PE ACP is located to street canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with thermal detection, and smoke detectors in lift 
lobbies 

Featherston Street 142 City Chambers ACP type not established ACP is located to street canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with thermal detection. Smoke detection in lift 
lobbies. Level 13 - smoke detection to the main fire alarm - outside apartment and stairwells. Smoke detection to apartment 

Featherston Street 153 Hotel Ibis Wellington ACP type not established ACP is located to canopy soffits and fascias to the podium. The building has an automatic fire alarm system, smoke detectors, and 
automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Featherston Street 70 

 
Wellington Central Exchange 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located to entrance canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection. VESDA smoke detection 
systems are installed in various spaces throughout the building. There is an automatic fire alarm system with thermal detection located 
ground floor cafe. A hazardous substance warning system located at cable duct gas alarm. A gas flood system is located in computer 
rooms 1 and 2 

George Bolt Street 01 (retail) WIAL Airport Retail Park ACP type not established ACP is located to front columns and partial cladding to the shopfront. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke 
detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

George Bolt Street 01 (tower) Airways Wellington Control Tower ACP FR ACP is located to approximately 30% of the external building. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection, and 
automatic fire sprinklers 

Grafton Road 024 
 

ACP type not established ACP is located to parapet, joinery surrounds, below balconies, and to fascia for new balustrading. The building has a manual fire alarm 
system, with smoke detection in front of lift doors 

Hanson Street 090 Southern Cross Hospital ACP PE After the reclad project finishes, ACP will only be located to the West Elevation. The building has a manual fire alarm system with 
smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Hawkestone Street 024 The Thorndon Hotel ACP FR ACP is located to entrance canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system (thermal detection), smoke detectors, and manual 
call points 

Holland Street 011 Monvie Apartments ACP type not established The building has significant ACP coverage on the northern, eastern, and western faces. The building has a manual fire alarm system 
with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Jarden Mile 01 Candida Stationery ACP type not established ACP is located to approximately 3% of the external building. The building has a manual fire alarm system 

Jarden Mile 011 
 

ACP PE ACP is located to main entry, warehouse area, and staff room. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection 

Jarden Mile 015 Vidcom ACP PE ACP is located to entrance foyer and spandrel. The building has a manual fire alarm system 

Jarden Mile 07 Candida Stationery ACP type not established ACP is located on the facades facing northwest and southeast. The building has a manual fire alarm system 

Jervois Quay 068 Datacom House ACP PE ACP is located to Tower link windows and canopy eyebrow. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection to lift 
lobbies and heat detectors to stair lobbies, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Jessie Street 029 Fusion Apartments ACP type not established The building facade has ACP in a vertical full height column on the southeastern corner. The building has a manual fire alarm system, 
and automatic fire sprinklers (no coverage beneath balconies) 

Johnsonville Road 071 Countdown/The Warehouse ACP type not established ACP located to shopfront behind signage. The building has a manual fire alarm system, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Johnsonville Road 117 BP Connect Johnsonville ACP type not established ACP is located to approximately 80% of the external building. The building has a manual fire alarm system, activated by manual call 
points with smoke detection connected to a security alarm system 

Johnsonville Road 134 Z Johnsonville ACP type not established ACP is located to the parapet and fascia. Burger King has an Ansul 102 Foam Suppression System, and Z Service Stations Store has 
a manual fire alarm system, activated by manual call points with smoke detection 

Johnsonville Road 139 
 

ACP PE ACP to Thermothash curtain wall, parapet, and soffits. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with thermal detection, and 
smoke detectors in egress routes 

Kelburn Parade 021 School of Biological Science ACP FR ACP is located to internal/external wall panels, walls to plant room, vertical louvres, soffit, parapet, level 1 wind lobby and above 
curtain wall joinery. The buildings has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Kent Terrace 037 Gazley ACP PE ACP is located to shopfront as feature background for signage. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection 
and manual call points 

Kent Terrace 061 Honda Cars Wellington ACP PE ACP is located to external standalone signage. The buildings has an automatic fire alarm system with thermal detection 

Kent Terrace 48-57 Rutherford & Bond Toyota ACP type not established ACP is located to shopfront canopy. The building has a manual fire alarm system activated my manual call points 

Lambton Quay 023 Rutherford House ACP PE ACP is located on parapet capping and fascia, aluminium panel to curtain wall, soffit, infill and spandrel. The building has a manual fire 
alarm system and automatic fire sprinklers 

Lambton Quay 094 Pastoral House ACP PE ACP is located at BNZ entrance and below the street canopy of some shops. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke 
detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Lambton Quay 114 Civic Assurance House ACP PE ACP is located to street canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with heat detection and manual call points, and 
smoke detectors in front or lifts and stairways 

Lambton Quay 140-150 Allied Nationwide Finance Tower ACP PE ACP is located to verandah, soffit, wind lobby, and shopfront on ground level. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke 
detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 



 
Lambton Quay 157 

 
Vodafone on the Quay 

 
ACP PE 

ACP is located to approximately 30% of the external building. A manual fire alarm system, activated by manual call points with smoke 
detection to central and midland park building. An automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection and manual call points to 
Vodafone on the quay building. An automatic fire alarm system with heat detection and manual call points to car park levels. Automatic 
fire sprinklers throughout the buildings except the car park 

Lambton Quay 165 David Jones ACP PE ACP is located to veranda fascia. The building has a manual fire alarm system activated by manual call points, and automatic fire 
sprinklers 

 
Lambton Quay 190 

 
Little Johns Building 

 
ACP PE 

ACP is located to canopy and soffit. Burger King has an Ansul Suppression System. Automatic fire alarm system with heat and smoke 
detection and manual call points throughout the building including stairwells and carpark. An automatic fire alarm system with smoke 
detection and manual call points is located throughout level 2, Vodafone, and tenancy 3. 

Lambton Quay 202 (aka 101-103 The 
Terrace) 

 
ASB Bank House 

 
ACP PE 

ACP is located to entrance and above shop front. The building has an automatic fire sprinkler system and manual fire alarm system at 
levels 0-3 and 14-16. An automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection and manual call points at levels 4-13. There are automatic 
fire sprinklers throughout the building. 

 
Lambton Quay 226 

 
Capital on the Quay/PWC Tower 

 
ACP PE 

ACP is located to entrance foyer, covered walkways, and columns. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection 
in lift lobbies (and progressively for all floors), automatic fire sprinklers, and a gas flood fire suppression system; location: level 7 FM 
200 gaseous fire extinguishing system to server room 

Lambton Quay 260 Capital on the Quay ACP PE ACP is located to podium wall face, goal posts, bulkhead above shop fronts, and feature fins to facade. The building has a manual fire 
alarm system, and automatic fire sprinklers (including sprinklers to entry foyer of office tower above 256 Lambton Quay 

 
Lambton Quay 342 

 
AMI Plaza 

 
ACP PE ACP is located to canopy and external wall to shop front within the podium levels (level 0-1) only. The building has a manual fire alarm 

system with smoke detection in lift foyers. Full smoke detection coverage to level 7. Automatic fire sprinklers throughout building 

Lambton Quay 354-358 Lambton House ACP type not established ACP is located to street canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with thermal detection 

 
Lower Tyers Road 01-07 

 
Online Security Services 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located on approximately 10% of the exterior cladding on the upper section. The building has an automatic fire alarm system 
with smoke detection, a hazardous substance warning system; location: VESDA smoke and dust sensing system in document 
destruction and archive areas, and a halon gas system in data storage area 

 
Manners Street 034-042 

 
Sovereign House 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located on concrete corner columns, on the second and third floor spandrels with limited horizontal infill panels, top spandrel 
and the plant room (on all aspects). The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection in common areas and retail, 
and automatic fire sprinklers. 

Molesworth Street 080 New Zealand Rugby House ACP PE ACP is located to roof parapet and soffit. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection in front of lifts, and 
automatic fire sprinklers throughout the building 

Molesworth Street 110 Royal Thai Embassy ACP PE ACP is located to approximately 30% of the external building. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, 
manual call points, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Mowbray Street 02 

 
Ministry of Education 

 
ACP PE 

ACP is located to entrance foyer, covered walkway, and columns. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection 
in front of lifts on all floors, all electrical ducts, adjacent to sliding doors on level 1 lobby and at the head of the stair voids on level 7 
and 12, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Mulgrave Street 010 Archives House ACP PE ACP is located to entrance foyer. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers. 
There is a deluge system located on the mezzanine floor nitrate film storage 

Mulgrave Street 043 St Pauls Apartments ACP FR ACP is located to approximately 14.6% of the external surface of only one of the four blocks in this complex (Block C).  The building has a 
manual fire alarm system and automatic fire sprinklers 

Panama Street 022 Panama House ACP FR ACP is located to the entrance and shopfront below canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, 
and manual call point. Level 6 and 7 has a mixture of smoke and heat detection 

Pipitea Street 045 St Pauls Square ACP type not established ACP is located to infill facing panels. The building has a manual fire alarm system, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Queens Wharf 03 Queens Wharf ACP type not established ACP is located to wind lobby and south curtain wall/exterior cladding. East and west elevations also clad with ACP. The building has a 
manual fire alarm system with local smoke detection for fire doors at front entry, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Queens Wharf 04 TSB Arena ACP type not established ACP is located on northern face, at the northern end of the western side, and on the eastern face. The building has an automatic fire 
alarm system with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Riddiford Street 190 McDonalds ACP PE ACP is located to canopy fascia, soffit, wall graphics, and around entrance. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke 
detection in play area, and an Ansul fire suppression system above cooking facilities 

Stewart Duff Drive 028 Rydges Hotel ACP FR ACP was approved (still in process of construction) to enclose steel structure outside. There will be a smoke detection system, and 
automatic fire sprinklers throughout the hotel 

Taranaki Street 015 BP Connect & McDonalds ACP PE ACP is located to fascia, signage box, portal, internal walls and service counter ceiling. The building has an automatic fire alarm 
system with smoke detection, and manual call points 

Taranaki Street 024-034 Elevate Apartments ACP type not established ACP is associated with aluminium window infill panels and soffits. Bulk of building is clad in non-combustible ceramic tiles and fibre 
cement panels. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Taranaki Street 072 - 082 

 
Soho Apartments 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located on the eastern face and north eastern face, and on two corners on the western face. Coverage is typically vertical 
columns with spandrels between glazing. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection in lift lobbies and safe 
paths with non-latching local alerting smoke alarms within the apartments, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
Taranaki Street 097 

 
Capital City Motors 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located to parapet, and fascia. The building at 9 Jessie St has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection. An 
automatic fire alarm system with thermal detection is located at 99 Taranaki St throughout offices and showroom with smoke detection 
in egress routes, and a manual fire alarm system in workshops. 

Taranaki street 120 Briscoes ACP PE ACP is located to canopy fascia, soffit linings, and curtain wall system. The building has a manual fire alarm system, and automatic fire 
sprinklers 



Taranaki Street 166 Johnston Ebbett Holden ACP PE ACP is located to parapet, and fascia. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with thermal detection. Smoke detection is 
located in enclosed offices on ground and intermediate floors. Fire service connected 

The Terrace 044 
 

ACP PE ACP is located to entrance foyer, covered walkways, and columns. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke 
detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
The Terrace 056 

 
The Auroa Centre 

 
ACP FR ACP is located on the four corners of the tower block, and on the ground floor spandrel on the eastern face. The building has a 

manual fire alarm system with smoke detection around the internal stairwell on all levels between 14-18, and automatic fire sprinklers 

The Terrace 073 (aka160 Lambton 
Quay) 

 
Bethel Woods 

 
ACP PE 

ACP is located to the parapet, and fascia. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection adjacent to lifts and full 
smoke detection to the entire levels 1 and 2, and automatic fire sprinklers (location includes the podium/tower and restaurant/bar 
building at 73 The Terrace) 

The Terrace 087 (aka180 Lambton 
Quay) SAS Tower/Lambton Square ACP type not established ACP is located to entrance foyer, covered walkway, and podium facade. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke 

detection in lift lobbies, and automatic fire sprinklers 
 
The Terrace 088 

 
The Wellington Club 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located to roof parapet and top level cladding. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detectors in common 
areas only. Automatic fire sprinklers are located throughout the building including inside accommodation areas, stairwells and 
basement 

 
The Terrace 105 

 
Morrison Kent House 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located to entrance canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with heat detection throughout the office floors, 
car park levels and manual call points, smoke detection in retail areas and some office levels, and automatic fire sprinklers in retail 
levels and level 7 only 

The Terrace 120 Quest 120 The Terrace ACP FR ACP is located on top two levels. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection in lift lobbies, hard wired smoke 
alarms in the apartments, and automatic fire sprinklers 

 
The Terrace 133 

 
Novotel 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located on balcony canopies on all faces, in a vertical band on the western face, and on the soffit on the upper level. There are 
full height concrete panels extending half the width of the face on the northern and southern sides of the building. The building has an 
automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection throughout ground floor and accommodation levels, and automatic fire sprinklers 

The Terrace 138 FX Networks House ACP PE ACP is located only on the upper two floors fascia and soffit. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection in lift 
lobbies, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Tirangi Road 113 Airport Retail Park ACP PE ACP is located on front facade false columns and their parapets. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke 
detection and manual call points 

Torrens Terrace 028 (East Bldg) Revolucion Apartments ACP PE ACP is located on the eastern and southern faces on floor plate fascias and some columns. The building has a manual fire alarm 
system with smoke detection in common corridors and commercial tenancies 

Torrens Terrace 028 (North Bldg) Revolucion Apartments ACP PE ACP is located on the southern face on floor plate fascias and some columns. The building has a manual fire alarm system with 
smoke detection in common corridors and commercial tenancies 

Torrens Terrace 028 (South Bldg) Revolucion Apartments ACP PE ACP is located to building eyebrow. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection in common corridors and 
commercial tenancies 

 
Tory Street 069 

 
Eftpos Building 

 
ACP PE 

ACP is located to fascia, canopy, and facing ('eyebrow') to external steel frame fixed to concrete columns. The building has an 
automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection and manual call points throughout ground and first floors, and an automatic fire 
alarm system activated by heat detectors and manual call points in basement car park 

Tory Street 081 Harvey Normal Galleria ACP FR ACP is used as external cladding/rain screens on north and south elevations for six apartment units within the building. The building 
has two separate but interconnected automatic fire alarm systems with heat detection and manual call points 

Victoria Street 01 NBNZ House ACP PE ACP is located to veranda soffit, and parapet as well as canopy above main entry. The building has a manual fire alarm system with 
smoke detection in lift lobbies, automatic fire sprinklers, and a halon gas suppression system in level 7 computer room 

Victoria Street 168 St Peters Apartments ACP FR The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Walter Street 018 Mastertrade ACP PE ACP is located to canopy on north elevation, shop front to west elevation, and corner on south elevation. The building has an 
automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection and manual call points 

Waring Taylor Street 046 TSB Tower ACP PE ACP is located to street canopy. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection in lift lobbies, and automatic fire 
sprinklers (location including stairwells) 

 
Waterloo Quay 040 (aka 60) 

 
Bank of New Zealand 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located at each elevation with minimal coverage. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection and 
manual call points (excludes car park), and automatic fire sprinklers (including pre-action sections for gas flooded areas) throughout. 
There is beam smoke detection in the two atriums. Inergen gas flooding systems; VESDA system and local point smoke detectors are 
located in level 1 packet room, level 3 UPS room, battery room and server room. 

Willis Street 022 ANZ ACP type not established ACP is located to street canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection and manual call points. 

Willis Street 01 State Insurance ACP type not established ACP is located to street canopy. The building has a manual fire alarm system activated by manual call points with smoke detection to 
ground floor, core areas of some floors, adjacent to lifts, and in egress routes, and automatic fire sprinklers 

Willis Street 028 
 

ACP PE ACP is located to street canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection 

Willis Street 034-042 BNZ ACP type not established ACP is located to street canopy. The building has an automatic fire alarm system activated by smoke detectors and manual call points 

Willis Street 057 Crowe Howarth ACP PE ACP is located to entrance foyer and lower podium levels. The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection in 
egress. Smoke detection throughout all of levels 3, 5, and 1. Automatic fire sprinklers are located throughout the building. 

Willis Street 070 Metro New World/Capital Carpark ACP PE ACP is located to the supermarket entrance below canopy. The building has a manual fire alarm system and automatic fire sprinklers 



Willis Street 296 Yan Building ACP PE ACP is located to canopy, fascias, parapets, and boxed windows. The building has a manual fire alarm system, and automatic fire 
sprinklers 

Willis Street 307 Canvas Apartments ACP type not established The building has a manual fire alarm system with smoke detection to stairs and corridors, and automatic fire sprinklers. 

 
Willis Street 88-100 (Tower) 

 
Majestic Centre 

 
ACP type not established 

ACP is located primarily on the exterior of the tower block southern and western aspects as infill panels in glazing units and curtain 
walls. Limited ACP located on ground level canopies on the eastern facade (Willis Street). The building has a manual fire alarm 
system and an automatic fire alarm system with smoke detection, beam detection in atrium and manual call points 

 


